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Abstract
This paper investigates volatility spillovers in the stock market in Japan during the COVID-19 pandemic by using GARCH family models. The empirical analysis is focused on the dynamics of the NIKKEI 225 stock market index during the sample period from July 30, 1998, to January 24, 2022. In other words, the sample period covers both the period of the global financial crisis (GFC) and the COVID-19 pandemic. The econometrics includes GARCH (1,1), GJR (1,1), and EGARCH (1,1) models. By applying GARCH family models, this empirical study also examines the long-term behavior of the Japanese stock market.

The Japanese stock market is much more stable and efficient than emerging or frontier markets characterized by higher volatility and lower liquidity. The paper establishes that NIKKEI 225 index dynamics is different in intensity in the case of the two most recent extreme events analyzed, namely the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007–2008 and the COVID-19 pandemic. The findings confirmed the presence of the leverage effect during the sample period. Moreover, the empirical results identified the presence of high volatility in the sample returns of the selected stock market. Nevertheless, the econometric framework showed that the negative implications of the GFC were much more severe and caused more significant contractions compared to the COVID-19 pandemic for the Japanese stock market. This study contributes to the existing literature by providing additional empirical evidence on the long-term behavior of the stock market in Japan, especially in the context of extreme events.
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INTRODUCTION
Considering the dynamics of the global economy, the stock market in Japan is very influential, stable, and with impressive international visibility. In this regard, NIKKEI 225 is the most important index of the Japanese stock market, which is the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE). This index is one of the most representative leading indexes traded on the Asian stock markets. FTSE Russell (2021) released the last official FTSE Equity Country Classification report. According to this FTSE Equity Country Classification, stock markets can be included in the following major categories: developed, advanced emerging, secondary emerging, and frontier. Given the advanced degree of economic development, Japan’s stock market is included in the category of developed stock markets according to the selection criteria on which the FTSE Russell (2021) analysis is based. In addition, the following cluster of countries is also included in the same category of developed stock markets: USA, Australia, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Switzerland, France,
Germany, Hong Kong, Singapore, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Austria, Norway, Ireland, Portugal, Luxembourg, Canada, Israel, South Korea, Spain, UK, Poland, and Belgium.

The formulation of research problems is focused on studying the long-term behavior of the Japanese stock market. In this sense, econometric models and statistical tests were applied to obtain accurate and rigorous empirical results. The NIKKEI 225 Stock Exchange Index is the most important stock market index on the Japanese market. It includes 225 of the most liquid and representative blue-chip companies traded (listed) on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. Moreover, NIKKEI 225 index is highly influential and is also considered the barometer of the Japanese economy and essential for the stock market dynamics.

In 2020 and 2021, the economy in most countries has been affected by the Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19). As a result, economic activity contracted sharply in the first half of 2020 due to containment measures and increased risk aversion, and the setback continued. However, unlike the COVID-19 pandemic, the root causes of one of the most intense extreme financial events of the last centuries, such as the GFC of 2007–2008 (global financial crisis), were more profound and more severe implications, both macroeconomic and microeconomic.

The recent COVID-19 pandemic has affected most economies around the world, including the behavior of stock markets. However, it is essential to mention that the COVID-19 pandemic represents extreme conditions that affect the movement of the prices of financial assets traded on the international stock markets. Meher et al. (2020a) highlighted that stock markets play a significant role and are considered a “barometer” that reveals the state of health of an economy. Palma-Ruiz et al. (2020) elaborated an empirical study on a developed stock market in Spain. They suggested that sustainable and responsible investing, also known as SRI, can play an essential strategic role considering the two pillars as financial returns and social goods. Moreover, Shen and Shafiq (2020) highlighted the significant importance of stock markets in economic research, while stock market price forecasting still represents an essential topic in financial and technical areas. Gillani et al. (2021) have also conducted a complex study on certain Asian countries and concluded that health represents an essential factor in achieving sustainable development.

Duttito et al. (2021), Kumar et al. (2020) and Hawaldar (2016) consider that volatility represents one of the most relevant measures of risk, while volatility modeling has a significant utility for investors because it contributes to identifying potential losses and a potentially attractive investment opportunity. However, Baek et al. (2020) suggested that COVID-19 pandemic news affected the volatility patterns. Hamzaoui and Regaieg (2016) have conducted an empirical study using Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedastic, also known as GARCH-M (1,1) model, Glosten-Jagannathan-Runkle also known as GJR – GARCH (1,1), but also GJR – GARCH (1,1) – M model. It is essential to mention that the Glosten-Jagannathan-Runkle (GJR) –GARCH model proposed by Glosten et al. (1993) highlights the asymmetry based on specific categories of shocks a positive returns which was not anticipated and, on the other hand, an unanticipated negative stock return. Poon and Granger (2003) have provided a complex study highlighting previous studies on volatility forecasting models. Watanabe (2020) developed research-based specific models, such as an asymmetric HAR – CJ model and an asymmetric HARQ model, which are different from symmetrical models due to an additional return term added in the case of the econometric approach regarding the explanatory variables with a dummy variable. In this sense, it is mentioned that the acronym HAR states for the heterogeneous autoregressive model, which represents an often-used linear regression model applied for realized volatility (RV) forecasting.

It is worth mentioning that this empirical study extends other previous research published by the co-authors of this study (either together with certain co-authors or separately).
1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Baek et al. (2020) and Meher et al. (2020a) investigated the linkage between the COVID-19 pandemic and stock market volatility, suggesting that all news related to the COVID-19 pandemic is significantly negative-positive news. However, the negative information exhibits much stronger implications. Spulbar et al. (2020) investigated volatility spillovers in the case of selected stock markets, both developing (emerging) and developed. In contrast, the findings reveal the existence of high positive volatility in the post-GFC period (global financial crisis), which erupted in mid-2007 in the US in the following stock markets, such as Hungary, the USA, Germany, India, and Canada. Hawaldar (2014) and Hawaldar et al. (2007) found that earnings announcements, changes in Board of Directors, government policy, bonus, and rights issues affect stock returns.

Engle (1982) argued the necessity of specific stochastic processes known as autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic (ARCH). Bollerslev (1986) designed a new model based on a generalized ARCH model using lagged values related to conditional distributions variability such as conditional variance. On the other hand, Meher et al. (2021) highlighted the option of confident investors regarding fundamental analysis and technical analysis for stock market asset prices forecasting while conducting an empirical study using Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models. In addition, a variety of recent empirical studies, such as Hawaldar (2014, 2015), Ejaz et al. (2020), Hawaldar et al. (2007), Zulfiqar et al. (2020), Sajeev et al. (2021), Spulbar et al. (2021), and Rabbani et al. (2022) examined relevant issues regarding the dynamics of stock market behavior. For example, topics of international portfolio diversification, correlation, cointegration, market efficiency, volatility spillovers, GARCH models, stock market feedback (response) regarding both positive news and negative news, but also financial integration, extreme events, abnormal returns, and quantitative finance framework are of immense importance.

Furthermore, Spulbar et al. (2019) investigated the presence of volatility spillovers and patterns, financial contagion, but also causal relationships between a particular cluster of developed (advanced) stock markets like France, UK (from Europe) and the USA, Canada (from North America) considering the selected period from January 2000 to June 2018. The econometric framework included: GARCH (1,1) model, Granger causality test and Vector Auto Regression (VAR), descriptive statistics, but also various statistical tests like Unit Root Test, BDS test, and Augmented Dickey-Fuller stationary (ADF) test. The empirical results (findings) have confirmed the presence of persistent volatility patterns and high uncertainty using the GARCH model. Hawaldar (2015) found that risk and volatility directly affect the stock prices and investors’ sentiments.

Trivedi et al. (2021b) conducted a comparative study on two unrelated and geographically distant stock markets such as Belgium with its Brussels Stock Exchange and Indonesia with its Jakarta Stock Exchange for the selected period starting in January 2018 up to September 2021. The primary aim of this study was to focus on understanding the behavior of the selected stock markets in the pre-COVID-19 pandemic and the post-COVID-19 pandemic timeframe based on the GARCH family models. Moreover, Birau et al. (2021) examined the behavior of the selected stock markets from Spain and Hong Kong during the sample period from January 2015 to September 2021 while considering the negative and severe impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The econometric analysis included various statistical tests and GARCH models to investigate the volatility patterns.

Takaishi (2022) analyzed various critical issues regarding Japanese stock market behavior dynamics by considering specific stock market indices considering the efficient market hypothesis (also known as the EMH) framework. The empirical findings indicate the presence of multifractality in the Japanese stock markets, which leads to the possibility of identifying attractive opportunities to obtain significant profits (returns).

Sakamoto and Sengoku (2021) elaborated a two-way study addressing the period of calm and normalcy and the COVID-19 pandemic to explore dynamics and fluctuations recorded by the price of traded financial assets. Moreover, stock price predictability is an essential aspect considering the negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has determined...
high volatility. Nevertheless, Mazur et al. (2021) argued that companies’ reaction differs depending on the COVID-19 pandemic revenue shock.

Sultonov (2020) conducted an empirical case study on Japan, considering the implications of political and economic events manifested internationally. It was concluded that this developed economy is susceptible to changes in this context, especially in the case of foreign exchange and stock markets. Finally, Spulbar and Birau (2019) elaborated a series of empirical studies on the behavior of stock markets, both emerging and developed, including Japan. They highlighted the importance of the correlation between specific stock markets in the international diversification of portfolios, which has a massive effect on investment risk diversification.

Du (2021) analyzed the linkage between reactions to news and stock market efficiency and their impact on the behavior of the Japanese stock market. The empirical evidence was based on the NIKKEI 225 index for the sample period from January 5, 1998, to December 29, 2017, using an ARCH model. On the other hand, Ohmura (2022) investigated the causal relationship between stock market prices and political assistance based on an empirical case study for the stock market in Japan by using a Linear non-Gaussian Acyclic Model (also known by the acronym LiNGAM).

Kahraman and Keser (2022) examined the linkage between the stock market in Japan and specific main Western stock markets using representative stock indices (including the NIKKEI 2225 index) for the sample period from January 2002 to September 2020. The empirical evidence revealed a strong connectedness between selected stock market indices, which also caused financial fragility and volatility spillovers. Finally, Nguyen and Le (2021) investigated the impact of return spillovers from the stock markets of the United States of America (USA) and Japan on the Vietnamese stock market based on the leading stock indices, i.e., S&P 500 index, NIKKEI 225 index, and Vietnam Stock Index (VN-Index) for the sample period from January 2012 to December 2015. Higashide et al. (2021) investigated the impact of volatility patterns on the behavior of the Tokyo Stock Exchange, considering that it is perceived more as an unobservable variable, in contrast to stock market returns. Moreover, volatility forecasting is essential for financial risk management even though volatility is considered a daily varying random variable representing the uncertainty of stock returns on financial assets. Trivedi et al. (2021) also conducted a comparative and relevant research study for selected stock markets in the European Union using GARCH models for an exceptionally period from 2000 to 2018.

This empirical study aims to examine the presence of volatility clusters in the Japanese stock market during the selected period from July 30, 1998, to January 24, 2022. Based on daily observations, this incredibly long timeframe also covers two extreme events, namely the GFC of 2007–2008 (also known as a global financial crisis) and the most recent economic crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The present study focuses on modeling the behavior of the Japanese stock market to capture changes, volatility clusters, the fitness of econometric models, and changes in volatility patterns during the COVID-19 pandemic. The study used a sample number of 5900 daily observations (daily closing prices) from July 30, 1998, to January 24, 2022, for the NIKKEI 225 index, representing the Japanese stock market, such as the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

For the conversion of series returns to log returns, the paper explores a formula:

\[ r_t = \ln \left( \frac{P_t}{P_{t-1}} \right) = \ln (p_t) - \ln (p_{t-1}). \]  

(1)

where \( \ln \) indicates the natural logarithm function, total return of R at time \( t = r_1 + r_2 + r_3 + \ldots + r_t - 1 + r_t \) which equivalent to \( R = \ln (P_1 / P_0) + \ldots + \ln (P_{t-1} / P_{t-2}) + \ln (P_t / P_{t-1}) \).

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) regression process is managed by:

\[ \Delta y_t = \alpha + \beta \cdot t + \delta \cdot y_{t-1} + \sum_{j=1}^{p} \gamma_j \Delta y_{t-j} + \epsilon_t. \]  

(2)

where \( y(t-1) \) indicates the first lag of the returns and \( \Delta y(t-1) \) represents first difference of series at time \( t-1 \).
Moreover, the ADF process is applied as:

\[(1 - L)y_t = \beta_0 + (\alpha - 1)y_{t-1} + \varepsilon_t.\]  

(3)

Further, the symmetric GARCH (1, 1) model is applied as:

\[h_t = \omega + \alpha \varepsilon_{t-1}^2 + \beta h_{t-1},\]  

(4)

where the distribution of mean property is the following equation:

\[h_t = \mu + \varepsilon_t.\]  

(5)

The variance equation is calculated by:

\[\sigma_t^2 = \omega + \alpha r_{t-1}^2\]  

(6)

In the GARCH concept, the first subscript indicates order of terms at the right side whereas the second subscript refers to the order of \(\sigma^2\) terms. In the process, with the certain constraints that imposed on the coefficients the \(y_t\) series = \(y_t^2\) and statistically will become (AR) term. The model considers values of past squared observations and past variances that models variance at time \(t\), this provides property of mean equation and variance equation represented in formula (5) and formula (6).

Process of mean equation \((\varepsilon_t)\) represents the white noise which independently and identically distributed with expectations between \((0)\) and \((1)\). Further as process to conditional variance, which represented by \((\sigma_t^2)\) which also can be predicted by using \((r_{t-1}^2)\).

Therefore, \((h_t)\) represents the degree of constant which is denoted by \((\omega)\), the ARCH term \((\alpha \varepsilon_{t-1}^2)\) and the GARCH term \((\beta h_{t-1})\).

Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedastic represents a generalized version of the ARCH model designed by Engle. Sultonov (2020) pointed out that ARCH models are used to estimate future volatility. In this case, they play the role of a function of prior volatility. As an additional explanation, GARCH (1, 1) processes one ARCH effect and one GARCH effect.

The exponential GARCH model, also known as the EGARCH model, was developed by Nelson (1991). Moreover, the GJR (where the acronym comes from Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle) model was developed by Glosten et al. (1993). In addition, Hamori (2003) stated that under the exponential GARCH or EGARCH model, under the conditions in which the log value of volatility serves as an explained variable, it does not benefit from using non-negative constraints on model parameters.

The EGARCH model is applied based on the following:

\[\ln(\sigma_{2t}) = \omega + \alpha \ln(\sigma_{t-1}) + G[|z_t - 1|] + \gamma z_t - 1 + \beta \ln(\sigma_{2t} - 1)\]  

(7)

where \((z_t = \sigma_t z_t)\) and \(zt\), represents standard gaussian process. Whereas \(\mu, \omega, \alpha, \gamma, \beta\), considers process of log likelihood. The coefficient of second term \(G[|z_t - 1|]\), performs \(1(y - 1)\) which is linear in \((zt)\) with slope coefficient \(+1\), is positive while \(G[|z_t - 1|]\) is linear in \((zt)\), with slope coefficient of \(0\) - \(1\), if \(zt\) is negative. This indicates the position of large innovations increase in the conditional variance which derive \(zt - 1 > 0\), and decrease the conditional variance if \(zt - 1 < 0\).

Let assume that \(zt - 1 < 0\) indicates that their innovations produce negative effect which results \((0)\) to increase, stating volatility is more likely to be high at the time \((t)\) in case volatility is also high at time \((t-1)\). In other notion, it indicates that volatility of previous time impacts to the volatility of following time. Here, the asymmetric factor \(\phi_i\) denotes the presence of asymmetric effect to different shocks in the asset returns.

In the process of asymmetric GARCH models such as Exponential GARCH or GJR, the effect of previous return on conditional variance reflects on \((y)\). This indicates that \((rt)\) from results of log likelihood, which let the data unrestricted, otherwise happens under regular conditions. And the model allows exponential function for the time-varying variance process indicated in formula (7).

As an additional explanation, the paper highlights the fact that the Glosten-Jagannathan-Runkle Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedastic model, also known as the GJR GARCH model, is used:
\[ h_t = \delta + \alpha \varepsilon_{t-1}^2 + \gamma d_{t-1} \varepsilon_{t-1}^2 + \beta h_{t-1}. \] (8)

On the other hand, the econometric framework includes discussing mean and variance equations.

The mean equation is based on:

\[ r_t = \mu + \varepsilon_t. \] (9)

The mean equation provides the sum of average return based on (\( \mu \)), which represents the stock returns of financial assets in time (\( t \)), while the residual return is determined by (\( \varepsilon_t \)) which indicates white-noise process. And it does not need to be serially independent, like the EGARCH, GJR also processes through maximizing log likelihood. The function performs specific parametric form for conditional heteroskedasticity, and therefore \( \varepsilon_t = \sigma \varepsilon_t \).

The conditional log-likelihood of normal random variable is

\[
\ln f(r_t | \mu, \sigma^2 t) = -12 \left( \ln 2\pi + \ln 2t + (r_t - \mu)^2 / 2t \right).
\] (10)

which confirms following conditions;

\[ It - 1 \cdot \{0 \text{ if } rt - 1 \geq \mu | 1 \text{ if } rt - 1 < \mu. \] (11)

GJR process confirms that their unconditional distribution presents excess kurtosis (leptokurtic effect) proves that distribution of Gaussian remains unconditional. In the GJR functions, \( \gamma \) signifies the irregular parameter (asymmetric parameter); whereas, \( d_{t-1} \) represents specimen variables when \( \varepsilon_{t-1} < 0, d_{t-1} = 1 \) and when \( \varepsilon_{t-1} \geq 0, d_{t-1} = 0. \)

3. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The assumption process regarding the variance equation focuses on strengthening the fact that the value of constant is higher than 0, considering the value of \( \alpha + \beta \). In other words, GARCH (1,1) model plays the role of the asymmetric model whose primary purpose is to estimate volatility in financial time series returns.

This empirical study also examined specific representative statistical indicators, such as skewness and kurtosis, using the distribution of selected databases. To correctly interpret the results and ensure the robustness of the empirical results, the paper explores some of their characteristic features. Thus, the skewness represents a measure of the asymmetry of the distribution, which characterizes financial data series around its mean. However, the skewness of asymmetric distribution is equal to zero.

On the other hand, considering the implications of the efficient markets hypothesis (EMH) and the impact of normal distribution, there can be only the inherent conclusion that the skewness has zero value, so it is null. However, the positive skewness suggests the presence of a long right tail in the case of statistical distribution. At the same time, vice versa is also valid such as negative skewness indicates the existence of a long-left tail for the distribution. The second statistical indicator, kurtosis, measures the flatness or peakedness of the distribution exhibited by the financial returns obtained based on the selected data series. Practically, the kurtosis of a normal distribution is equal to 3. However, if the kurtosis exceeds 3, the distribution peaks; it is also known as leptokurtic relative to the normal. Otherwise, if the kurtosis is less than the value 3, the distribution is flat or platykurtic relative to normal.

The GARCH (1,1) model represents an extension of the ARCH model that considers the effect of ARCH and GARCH terms. Hawaldar et al. (2020) suggested that the ARCH effect is based on time-varying conditional volatility. The sum of ARCH and GARCH terms provides information about persistence in the selected series returns. However, the GARCH model cannot capture stylized facts in sample returns. Thus, the paper explores asymmetric models such as the EGARCH and GJR models, capturing the stylized facts. Moreover, those models can also identify whether the sample series returns exhibit any leveraging effect for the covered period.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 provide necessary information about selected stock market index series movement (daily closing prices). In addition, they show stationary series returns considering the first log difference and place of the autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function, respectively.
The impact of the global financial crisis, also known as GFC, which erupted in the US in mid-2007, is visible in the graphical trend of selected daily observations. Nevertheless, the COVID-19 pandemic impalco appears significant, as shown in Figure 1. It provides information about loss of asset value more than 56% during the GFC and over 23% during the COVID-19 pandemic appears in the sample series returns. The ACF and PACF tests provided helpful information on the stationarity of results supported by the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test. The Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, which is testing down from 4 lags, uses criterion AIC, which indicates the test results with constant. It suggests zero lags of \((1 - L)\), applied on the first difference of log returns with the following model:

\[
(1 - L) y = \beta_0 + (\alpha - 1) \cdot y(-1) + \varepsilon. \tag{12}
\]

In this regard, the empirical findings found the estimated value of \((\alpha - 1)\): -1.03347 and \(\tau_c(1) = -78.421\) at 1% significance level.

Figure 4 provides the graphical conversion of a frequency distribution in Table 1. In the statistical property of Table 1, the mean value is 9.25068e-005, which indicates merely zero throughout the entire sample duration with the degree of the standard deviation of 14%. In addition, the property provides interval difference,
distribution of frequency levels with relative distribution in percentile and significance of cumulative significance. Table 2 summarizes statistics that provide essential information about how the series has performed over time.

Property of conditional variance equation for both asymmetric models only provide results at the significance of 1% excluding property of conditional mean equation that resulted overestimated despite alternate parameterization. The

---

**Source:** Authors’ computations based on selected financial data series.
GJR (1,1) and EGARCH models confirmed the leverage effect in the sample period’s Japanese stock market series returns. This means that the stock returns followed long memory over the sample period and demonstrated history in the future returns. The significance of the GARCH (1,1) model provides evidence that volatility remained persistent over a sample period (0.1094 + 0.8704). It means that the return will have a more significant effect on the unconditional variance for future trades.

4. DISCUSSION

The findings of this paper are in line with the results of Spulbar et al. (2020), Nguyen and Le (2021), Spulbar and Birau (2019), Kahraman and Keser (2022), Zulfiqar et al. (2020), Du (2021), and others. The observed series trend provides information about the reaction of the leverage effect. For instance, the index traded above the level of 20000 points in the year 2000, which re-established a trading level of less than 9,000 in forty-four months. The aggressive recovery was evident much later than the GFC impact, after 2011 until the index remained less than the trading level of 10000 or around. Then, aggressive recovery appeared and filled a gap of over 10000 points in 39 months with quick corrections. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic generates a sharp pattern like a “V” letter shape, providing information about unpredictable sudden fall and similar recovery that delivered gain for more than 50% in index trading from about 17,000 to 30,000. Summary of the series sample suggests that the mean value is positive but close to zero with negative statistics for skewness and leptokurtic impact by excess kurtosis. It means the return creates a fat left tail. During careful analysis of empirical results, it is concluded that the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic (though very sharp and quick) is approximately 61% less volatile than in the global financial crisis. Further, the leverage effect remained for a much longer time, which is more than 26 months during the global financial crisis, while it is just less than 3 months for COVID-19 pandemic duration.

Frequency distribution indicates $-0.00796 - 0.00109$ (negative to positive event) with highest relativity 29.72% occurred at least 1710 times, confirming abnormal distributions to normal distributions. Statically, this indicates that the series of
NIKKEI 225 has at least 1710 repeatable events where negative mean to positive mean occurred during the sample period. Furthermore, despite overestimating the asymmetric property of mean-variance, the variance equation significantly confirms the leverage effect in series returns, indicating that the NIKKEI 225 index continued to react based on a higher number of negative responses than the positive.

One of the limitations of this study is the consideration of a single market (Japan) for analysis. Instead, it is worth considering a cluster of Asian stock markets (for instance, India, China, Japan, Pakistan, and others). In addition, the timeframe selected for the analysis should be exceptionally long, at least 25 years of daily data to examine the impact of certain extreme events, including the Asian financial crisis of 1997.

CONCLUSIONS

This empirical study contributes to expanding the existing literature on investigating the very long-term behavior (over two decades) of the developed stock market in Japan. The GARCH (1,1) model has been applied on the series stock returns at a significance of 1% and fitted for mean and variance equations. The empirical findings revealed that innovation has scope for more than 10%, and about 90% of the stock market is dominated by past volatility. The empirical evidence confirms the presence of leverage effect, but also high and persistent volatility in the sample stock returns. The return is negatively skewed, creating a leptokurtic impact, demonstrating the long fat left tail. The degree of standard deviation approaches 14%, the sum of $\alpha + \beta$ indicates 0.9798, confirming the return is persistent for NIKKEI 225 index during the sample period from July 30, 1998, to January 24, 2022. The empirical findings suggested that the symmetric GARCH (1, 1) model designed by Bollerslev (1986) remains the most suitable for modeling and forecasting the volatility for the selected sample, such as NIKKEI 225 index. Observed volatility during the COVID-19 pandemic has been demonstrated to form a “V” shape pattern where an unpredictable, sharp negative slope is generated. This was entirely different from the pattern created during the global financial crisis. The sample series reacted for a much longer and evident most extended duration for the carry-forwarding leverage effect. Asymmetric GARCH model property for variance equations (GJR and EGARCH models) confirms that series still perceive leverage effect and retained pattern to repeat more negative shocks than positive ones. The empirical results are helpful to both government decision-makers, investors, and financial regulators.
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